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in this issue...

This month we continue
innovation. We include a
lovely short poem on the
spectacularly odd Bunefreva
lough perched precariously
above the sea on Achill.
The poem by Moya Cannon
speaks for all of us, valuing as
it does the spirituality of the
place.

• Place comment of the month: There’s Probably More Trees Down

We introduce a new technical feature: Notifications. This will
regularly send you notices about things happening on the
website like a selection of more interesting comments or what
particular people have been posting. Keep in touch.
We report on the Maamturks which continues to attract
challenge walkers as well as a giant 25k/2000m walk held by
the indefatigable Na Sléibhte club.
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• Track of the Month: Reeks & scones page 6, more tracks page 7
• Mountainviews new Notifications feature explained page 10
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• Videos of the month - Errigal/Lough Altan and Slieve Beagh, Co.
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We have special articles on snow walking: one in Kerry, one in
the Pyrenees and our regular video highlights, place and track
comments and recent photos.

Craigagh Hill, Sperrins b Brendan O’Reilly

mountainviews news
P LA C E
COMMENT
OF THE
MONTH

There’s Probably More
Trees Down Now...
hewson hill (261m), south midlands

... as a result of Storm Hannah, that is. Mind you, the
situation on Hewson Hill in County Laois as described by ceadeile
in his comment of April 3rd makes you think: how worse could
it get? And the walk started out so promisingly as can be seen
by reading the post entitled, in a charmingly understated way,
“Summit difficult to access due to tangle of briars”
Parked at S533 975 on the N80. Had a pleasant stroll then through
mature beech wood. Bluebells just emerging. Nice view of Rock
of Dunamase which Greek
astronomer Ptolemy marked
on his map of Ireland almost
2000 years ago.
At time of my visit, March
2019, you can get to within
50 or 60 metres of the actual
summit with minimal difficulty.
Then the fun begins!
As mentioned by previous
commentators, storms have
felled most of the trees on
the summit. The summit is
now covered in a jumble of
fallen tree trunks. The tree
canopy is gone and light has
reached the floor of the wood
so that the surrounding area

is choked with a thick tangle of briars and brambles. This makes
access to the actual summit quite a challenge. I would advise anyone
trying to visit this summit to prepare well. A sword and suit of armour
would be useful but too cumbersome for most. A slash hook or one
of those petrol driven hedge trimmers from a German discount store
would be a good substitute for the sword. A heavy set of overalls or
boiler suit instead of the suit of armour would give the summiteer a
fighting chance against the briars. I would certainly advise against
wearing good hiking gear. When making my assault I noticed that
that the heavier the limited overhead tree cover the less dense were
the brambles.
To the best of my reckoning, the summit is close to a large, felled,
but still living, spruce tree.
Original comment: https://mountainviews.ie/summit/1201/
comment/15445

Hewson Hill from the North
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David Guenot

NORTH
Peak begging
in Cork
The addition of
Arderin Begs
to MV’s lists has
introduced many
to previously
unexplored
hills, such as
Caherbarnagh
East Top, which
offers some very

fine views, writes David-Guenot.
Link: https://mountainviews.ie/summit/1443/comment/20490/
SOUTH

Heavy Metal
Although there is a very
pleasant forest trail up to
the top of Knockchree in the
Mournes, the summit area
is unfortunately littered with
multiple scraps of metal,
reports Pepe.
Link: https://mountainviews.
ie/summit/952/
comment/20486/
b

NORTH

b
b TommyV

In the bosom of Kerry
Member TommyV charts an alternate route up the famed Paps,
approaching directly from the south.
Link: https://mountainviews.ie/summit/116/comment/20489/

Pepe

eamonoc

In the rough
Has Rory McIlroy being combining a bit of bagging with his golf
practice? Who knows, but someone left a golf ball at the summit of
Long Mountain in the Antrim Hills, reports eamonoc.
Link: https://mountainviews.ie/summit/1272/comment/20476/
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EAST
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Colin Murphy

short summary.

WEST
An easy bag on
the way to bigger
things
Scarr NW Top
is a relatively
easy climb from
the car park at
Glenmacnass
waterfall, with a
track taking you
right to the top,
reports Colin
Murphy in a new

b TommyV

Three looped walks – one island.
Inishbofin off Galway has three marked looped trails and it’s possible
to hike the entire beautiful island in a day, reports TommyV.

Link: https://mountainviews.ie/summit/1433/comment/20485/

Link: https://mountainviews.ie/summit/2211/comment/20480/

EAST

MIDLANDS

A filmic location
White Hill in Wicklow may be dull, but
the area has proven a magnet for movie
makers down the decades, writes Colin
Murphy. (Also Zardoz was partly shot
near here with post-apocalyptic scenes
made easy after a big heather burn. Let
me tell you a funny story I heard about
this film. Apparently the production
staff had difficulty finding enough red
boots for the cast on horseback. So
b Colin Murphy
while they managed to get them for
Sean Connery they resorted to painting other riders bare legs red.)
Link: https://mountainviews.ie/summit/1396/comment/20484/

A triply popular
summit
Shantemon Hill in
Cavan may not be
the most glamorous
hill in Ireland, but it
merited no less than
comments by three
MV members in two
days!

b

madfrankie

Link: https://
mountainviews.ie/
summit/1267/

Regions: MOUNTAIN COMMENTS | TRIP REPORTS | TRACKS | SUMMARIES
track of the month - MACGILLYCUDDY’S REEKS
Carraghmore Lough, MacGillycuddy’s Reeks

Tea & scones to
end the day!

CAKE ON THROUGH TO THE OTHER SIDE
Like many others peter1 spent Easter weekend in the Reeks, and his less-frequented approach to
Carrauntoohil is this month’s selection. His route starts from the south side, using the Kerry Way
to start before slanting up past Curraghmore Lake to the ridge (and the crowds one suspects) at
the top of the Devil’s Ladder. Up and over Carrauntoohil to Caher before a descent of its SW ridge
to pick up the Kerry Way again. There are a few minor summits that can be tagged onto the latter
stages of this route, but I feel duty bound to point out the excellent-looking cakes awaiting you at
the cafe once you finish... or stopping you even starting in the first place.

Length: 11.5km Time taken: 5h42m
Ascent: 1097m Descent: 1002m Places:
Start at V77919 81491, Carrauntoohil, Caher,
end at V77699 81485 219m W from Start
Link: https://mountainviews.ie/track/4111/
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WEST:
Clare Is A Light That Never Goes Out
The substantial outpost of Clare Island off the west coast provides
fine hill/coastal walking, and simon3 has taken the opportunity to
walk most of the main spine of the island, taking it its two listed
summits (including the
Reaching Knocknaveen,
spectacular sea cliff of
Knockmore in the background
Knockmore) and some of
the wild interior. In addition
to the magnificent coastal
declivities, there is much
antiquarian interest to enjoy
as well.
Link: https://mountainviews.
ie/track/4106/

SOUTH:
A Grand Day for a Giant Walk: 24.9k, 2015m Ascent
Ireland was blessed with some glorious weather over the Easter
weekend, and it wasn’t surprising to find many folk taking advantage
of such top-notch conditions. Few will have made quite so much
of them as the Na Sléibhte club who took the chance to complete
a mega-traverse of the Reeks from Kate Kearney’s to Cronin’s Yard.
Most of the assembled (including GSheehy the uploader) decided to
take in the Tomies/Purple ridge as a starter, before crossing the head
of the Gap of Dunloe for the main course, finishing on Knockbrinnea
before what would feel like a knee-wrecker of a descent to attain the
tea and medals. It goes without saying that this is an outing for the
fit, and a degree of hill sense is also required considering that the
Big Gun, the Cnoc na Peiste arete and the Beenkeragh Ridge are all
included.
Link: https://mountainviews.ie/track/4112/
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WEST:
The Glencullin ridge, with the steep section
Upwardly mobile
to Ben Bury
Emboldened by a
recollection of the
route from Alan Tees’
excellent Scrambles in
Ulster and Connacht,
markwallace has
uploaded an alternative
way onto the Mweelrea
massif from the north, returning down the standard Ramp route
but ascending by the steep Glencullin Ridge onto Ben Bury. This is
one of the more straightforward outings in said book, but it is still
definitely scrambling and care should be taken. A quick traverse of
the Ben Lugmore tops could easily be added to the day.
Link: https://mountainviews.ie/track/4105/

EAst:
The monarch of the glen
The head of Glenmalure in Wicklow offers multitudinous possibilities
for outings of varying lengths and complexities. ulsterpooka’s
interpretation of the landscape wanders up the Glen on the Table
Track before a sharp little ascent to Camenabologue SE top. From
here he takes in Benleagh, Lug itself and Corrigasleggaun before
descending from Cloghernagh. It’s an excellent leg-stretcher of
a walk, one that can be extended by opening with the ascent of
Conavalla, or even possibly Lugduff.
Link: https://mountainviews.ie/track/4102/
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SOUTH:
Temple of low men
The south side of the Galtees is more extensively but less
dramatically folded and contorted than the north, but it provides
fine walking through some attractively wooded glens. caiomhin has
uploaded a track centred around the ascent of Temple Hill, the most
westerly of the higher summits in the range. An attractive valley gives
way to a steady plod up to the top, before a more ridge-focused
return. It can alternatively be used as a handy start to a longer
traverse over Lyracappul and Monabrack.
Link: https://mountainviews.ie/track/4101/

SOUTH:
Knockanallig cairn b paddyhillsbagger
Reach out…
I’ll be Bere
Regular visitor to
this site/island
David-Guenot
has voyaged (or
ferried) to the
substantial offshore
landmass of Bere
Island, off the south
coast of Beara in
the south-west. His
route is centred
around an ascent of Knockanallig, its highest point, but also explores
the considerable length of the island, sticking mostly to the higher
ground but with stretches of coast and the odd lighthouse thrown in.
Link: https://mountainviews.ie/track/4098/

n e w w e b s i t e f e at u r e s

mountainviews notifications:
a regular dose of hillwalking
Simon stewart describes how the latest feature on the
website can keep you updated with summit news and
contributions from members
MountainViews is happy to announce our
new Notifications feature. When you select
a notification the website will bring you a
regular update of what is happening. See
example email (left).
Get notified of
• Recent Contributions
• Contributions about a place
• Follow a member
For example to get “Recent Contributions”
click here:

Add notifications for aspects that interest you.
A good general notification is for “Recent
Contributions” as illustrated (left). When you
click on this you will receive a selection of the
contributions judged by members to be of
most interest for the period. You need to be
logged in to set this up, though not to receive
notifications.
You can get notifications that follow
people’s contributions including your own
and also places. If you have a favourite
mountain, then you can get notification of
comments about it. When the notification
appears you can click on the link to see the
original item.

Daily, Weekly or Monthly
or Stop Them!

When you first select a notification it will
appear monthly around the middle of the
month. You can change this to weekly or
daily. For more coverage choose a higher
frequency. You can stop the notifications
coming any time and restart on a future
occasion. If you choose to get daily

n e w w e b s i t e f e at u r e s
notifications then some days you will not
receive an email if nothing came in.
Use the “Settings” option (top right of the
MountainViews page) to view and control
what notifications you have. You can also

access the settings feature by clicking the
button at the bottom of every notification
email.
It is also possible to fine tune each
notification that you have using the “MORE:
Show individual
notifications”
feature.

Notifications v
Newsletters

For over ten years
MountainViews
has sent out a
monthly hillwalkers
newsletter (or
quarterly or
annual). This is
created by the
editor with the help
of the committee
and contributors.
It goes out to an
extensive mailing
list.
While it
uses members’
contributions, the
new notification
system is essentially
automated and
is separate to the
newsletters.
As a member
you can have both,

one or the other or none. Notifications is a
new feature that hopefully matches whatever
level of interest you may have. It is not a
replacement for newsletters.
Please be aware that if you say stop
newsletters this does not stop notifications
and vice-versa. Each has a clear but separate
way of stopping emails.

Mobile

The notifications emails are designed with a
format that suits smaller mobile sizes. (This is
also the newer format of newsletters.)

To try out

Log in. Click on a notification such as “Recent
Contributions – Get Notifications” at the left
of the page. That’s it. Notifications will arrive
each month. You can to settings and select
say weekly or daily.

Finally

Please do try this new feature! While it is
a new from MountainViews it is hardly new
by social media norms. However as a nonprofit MountainViews is not taking your data
and sharing or selling it to others which
would be quite different to the norms of said
mainstream social media.
There are going to be rough edges such
as software bugs. As a community member,
there may well be improvements you would
like to suggest.
Get in touch at admin@mountainviews.ie
Let us know of your ideas.

explore
Carrauntoohil & Eastern Reeks from Caher
(photo: Iain Thow)

kerry not always
green shock!

A mountain guide’s experience
by Iain Thow

Beginner’s luck with snow
Given its generally mild and wet climate Ireland isn’t exactly
renowned as a winter mountaineering venue, and you might expect
that to be especially true of Kerry, with its Gulf Stream bathed shores

and occasional palm trees. Not always, however. I was lucky enough
for my first ever day on Kerry hills to be a traverse of the Reeks in
superb winter conditions, back in 1990. Once above 600 metres the
snow cover was continuous and the section of ridge over Lackagarrin/
The Big Gun looked really Alpine and quite intimidating, especially
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with mist drifting about. At this point I regretted not having an ice axe –
I hadn’t thought I would need one in legendarily green Ireland! Things
turned out to be more exposed than difficult though, with big spiky
rock holds sticking out conveniently all over the place, excellent fun.
The other scrambling section, between Carrauntoohil and
Beenkeragh, was perhaps slightly harder technically, a cracked slab
poised on the absolute crest being particularly memorable. Difficulties
eased quickly though and soon afterwards I was dropping into Hag’s
Glen after seven hours of perfect ridge clambering. It was December
so by then it was getting dark, and I wasn’t really looking forward to
a long slog back along the minor roads. I hadn’t seen anyone on the
hill all day, but a few hundred yards after reaching the main track and
still a fair way from the road a Land Rover pulled up and Con Moriarty
and his pal gave me a lift all the way to a Killarney pub! They had been
taking advantage of the conditions to do a winter ascent of Howling
Ridge on Carrauntoohil and had been surprised to find my tracks on
the top. I couldn’t have had a better introduction to the place, my only
regret being that I had no photos because my camera had packed up
after a drenching day on Letterbreckaun in the Maum Turks a few days
earlier.

More snow and crampons

I have a sneaking suspicion that these conditions happen more often
than the popular wisdom has it because I’ve since had three other
similarly snowy days on the Reeks, as well as one on Mangerton.
Or perhaps I’m just lucky? One April I had to drop two clients in the
Black Valley in the morning and pick them up in Kenmare in the
late afternoon. This gave me enough time for a horseshoe of the
easternmost Reeks, starting up over Drishana to the south then Cnoc
na dTarbh and descending the Feabrahy slope to the SW of Drishana.
This takes in the most spectacular part of the main ridge, the first three
of the 3000 footers. The ridge was well snowed up, with mostly softer
snow than on my previous trip and quite substantial cornices so care
was definitely needed. I had brought an ice axe this time, and was

Carrauntoohil from Caher
(photo: Iain Thow)
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glad I had.
A few years later I actually needed crampons too, on a January trip
during a long cold snap. I was trying to get away from the icy wastes
of Derbyshire, where my cottage had been above the snowline for
a fortnight but it turned out that things weren’t all that different in
Ireland. The evening I arrived I could only get as far west as Nenagh,
where I had to take refuge in a B&B for the night and follow the
snowplough through in the morning. I put up a tent in snowy woods
near Torc Waterfall, where I was accosted by a local with the line “I’m
a psychiatrist and I insist that you make an appointment immediately”.
It was minus 9 that night so he might have had a point! The next
morning I headed up past the waterfall and up onto Mangerton. There
were ice floes on the lough at the Devil’s Punch Bowl and sizeable
icefalls on the face dropping into the Horses Glen. The steepening
at the top of the north ridge was quite icy and the drop on the left

to Lough Erhogh definitely concentrated the mind. Back home I’d
debated whether to pack the crampons, now I was very glad I’d put
them in.
The crampons got some use the next day too as I headed round
to the north side of the Reeks. The road up to Cronin’s Yard was snow
free, being nearer the sea I suppose, but the snow line wasn’t far
above and a day of melt and another night of freeze had made things
nice and crisp. By the time I was heading up steeper ground onto
the ridge of The Bone having spiky things on my feet was beginning
to seem like a good idea. The Bone is just a walk in summer but it
gets quite narrow higher up and in the conditions felt like proper
mountaineering, especially where it steepens as you approach
the summit of Maolan Bui. I turned left at the top to follow the best
bit of the ridge over the scrambly summits to Cruach Mhor. Snow
conditions were absolutely perfect, and having all the kit this time
I enjoyed playing around on the steeper bits and climbing minor
pinnacles. Sadly the cloud had rolled in by now so photographs were
disappointing - white snow, white mist, no contrast. Great fun though.
The snow stayed good so I briefly considered trying to glissade down
the NW flank of Cruach Mhor but there were far too many rocks
poking through and arriving back in one piece seemed preferable.

The Coumloughra Horseshoe

The Devil’s Punch Bowl, Mangerton (photo: Iain Thow)

When I’m not with clients I usually walk on my own for contrast, but
I had company for my other snowy day on the Reeks, fellow walking
guide David Roberts. We did the Coumloughra horseshoe, surely
Ireland’s finest hill day as it links the three highest summits in the
country along some dramatically sharp ridges. We did it anticlockwise,
which gives you a bit of a slog up onto Caher, but after that it’s all
enjoyment. The snowline was higher than on the previous trips but
from Caher to Beenkeragh there was still enough coverage to make
it feel like winter. Unlike the previous trips it also stayed sunny all day
which was a definite bonus. We even met people (admittedly only
two of them). They took a summit photo of us on Carrauntoohil which
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makes it obvious which one of us used to be the rock star (hint – it
isn’t me, which is why the photo isn’t going to be reproduced here!).
Ice axes were handy on the descent to the start of the Beenkeragh
ridge, but after that they just got in the way as the jagged spikiness
of the ridge meant there were rock holds everywhere. The gradually
descending series of summits over Skregmore were snow free but
made a lovely wind down before the steeper descent to little Lough
Eighter and a cracking view back up the coum. I felt I’d deserved my
Guinness that night.

And finally...

A few common sense things are worth bearing in mind if you’re
going out on snowy hills. Winter conditions are obviously much more
serious than summer ones. You need warmer clothes (including gloves
and a hat), you move more slowly and have less daylight, winds are
often stronger and you need to eat more food to keep warm. This

last caught me out the first time I did a big walk in winter conditions
and three of us were reduced to sharing a small corner of the last
remaining sandwich with 5 miles still to go. If you are dealing with
steeper ground an ice axe can be essential and if you don’t have (or
can borrow) one then keep to the gentler slopes. Even if the snow
is soft you can slide a long way, and new snow on wet grass is a
notorious hazard. The scrambler’s golden rule of “don’t go up what
you can’t come down” applies to winter hillwalkers too. That said,
the added excitement and the sheer pristine grandeur of the winter
hills make trips into them unforgettable. The air is often clearer and
the views can be stunning. If Ireland’s fickle climate brings the right
conditions then grab your chance, you won’t regret it.
Iain Thow used to run walking holidays in Kerry, Connemara and the Burren
but now guides mostly in NW Scotland. He is still extremely fond of the
Irish hills, particularly the West and tries to get there when he can. For work
reasons this often tends to be in winter, hence the subject of the article.

The Reeks from Dromderalough, Mangerton (pic: Iain Thow)

guest writing
Members who have visited Croughan on Achill Island have described Bunnafreva Lough West in superlative terms such as “The precarious
situation of this little lough almost defies belief.” or “.. the most dramatic Lough in the land...”.
Its perched position and strange symmetrical shape make it an unmissable attraction.
Further comments and photos can be found https://mountainviews.ie/summit/127/. Note: East-West mapping calls it Loch Reithi Dubha.
This poem Island Corrie was written by the poet Moya Cannon following a walk in the area. It will be included in a new collection
“Donegal Tarantella” to be published by Carcanet press, Manchester in September, 2019.

Island Corrie
Curving back by the northern cliffs,
where a pale scar shows
that another slice of mountain
has succumbed
to this century’s
hard seas
and grey storms,
we halt at a rim,
and, far below us,
in June sunlight,
blows the big, elongated O
of Lough Bunnafreva,
ringed, in this summer’s long drought,
with a necklace of bleached schist.
Cupped palm of Croaghaun,
gift of a glacier,
silver doubloon of Achill.
Moya Cannon, 2018

explore
This is an account of a days walking in the
Pyrenees. Its in some ways so ordinary
in some ways fascinating with its detail
of the process of using snowshoes for a
long solo walk climbing 800m. Thanks to
David Guenot our bilingual Frenchman!

SNOWSHOEING
IN THE PYRENEES
by David Guenot

February 2018, Connemara. I am still recovering from a bad flu. Nonetheless,
I managed to take part in my first club walk with Na Sléibhte Hill-walking
Club, 32km along the Western Way, an alternative route from the original plan
which included the Ben Creggan-Ben Gorm Traverse combined with part of
the Sheeffry Hills. Despite the uncertain weather forecast, it was a nice and dry
day out, and my friend Daniel who did the high route along with a few others
confirmed the conditions were pretty good, with still a bit of snow on top of the
main Sheeffry ridge but no winter equipment required. The next day I arrange
with him so he gives me a lift from Doo Lough to the col E of Tawnyard before he
heads back home to Belfast. I spend the whole day walking over the Sheeffrys,
with perfect conditions for filming and taking photos of the breathtaking views.
And the sound of the snow crunching under my feet is pure delight...
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Back home in SW France a few days later, here I am returning from
my local outdoor shop with a pair of snowshoes. I am definitely not
a winter walker; the only time I tried snowshoeing was with a friend
some 16-17 years ago but I really enjoyed it, and while using an ice
axe and crampons is probably best done with someone experienced
when you are a beginner, snowshoeing can provide an easy way
to enjoy the snowy landscapes solo without requiring particular
technical knowledge. Another couple of days later, my son and I are
spending a week at my parents’ in the E of France. One morning, we
are delighted to wake up to 10cm of fresh snow. We run outside like
kids and make two snowmen before the mandatory snowball fight;
then I decide to try my snowshoes on. A conclusive test.
Back home again and I am checking the forecast for the Pyrenees.
The conditions look good for 8. March, reasonably cold with glorious
sunshine. I opt for a short, gentle +400m climb, starting near the
village of St-Aventin, W of Luchon, which is about 1h45 from my
place. But I soon find out I need to change my plans. There is no
snow there, and to my surprise, the Col de Peyresourde (1569m)
which leads to the Vallée du Louron is open. I decide to drive to
the col and stop there. There is obviously a decent blanket of snow
above the 1500m contour. I turn off the engine and check my
1:25000 IGN map. The Col de Peyresourde is actually the potential
end of a mighty 40km ridge walk I have imagined (best kept for a
long summer day), and one of the only parts of the ridge I haven’t
explored yet is that above the col. A good track zigzags uphill across
a piece of forestry and emerges just below a row of rounded tops.
This should be an ideal route to begin with. It takes me a few minutes
to get ready and adjust the snowshoes. It is almost noon when I start
ascending along the snow-covered track. I have put the heel lift on,
which adds some height under the heel as to make walking uphill
easier, but I am just a slug. A puffing slug, stopping every few steps
for a breather. After a while I manage to find a reasonable pace and
enjoy it, all the more with the views opening as I gain height. The
conditions are perfect indeed. Deep blue skies overhead and, apart

from the odd car passing by on the road below, the only sound in
the air is the crunching of the snow below my feet.
As I emerge out of the forestry I meet a couple with two young
children on their way down. I walk past a gate into the open
mountain and stop to check the terrain. The track continues along
the W slope and could make for a nice return route, but I quickly
forget the idea. Temperature seems to be just over 0°C with bright
sunshine and is due to increase slightly along the day. Snowshoeing
may not require any special skills in terms of walking, but you need
to know a bit about the risks implied with snow, even in good
weather. Due to its incline the slope above the track may be prone
to avalanche given the relatively mild conditions; hence my decision
to do an out-and-back trip along the ridge, where the inclines are
more gentle. This means I am now venturing off-track, where snow
is deeper. After 20 minutes of energy-sapping snow-bashing, I am
standing on the top of the Sommet de Lampet (1804m), with a big
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smile on my face and my eyes wide open. The views are fantastic, all
the more with all the white stuff surrounding me. I decide to follow
some ski and snowshoe traces northbound to the next summit.
The ascent to the second top is a bit steeper, though not too long.
I meet a group of three who are on their way back to the col and
we exchange a few words in English, as two of them seem to come
from some Northern European country. I soon reach the Pic Arrouy
(1850m) and stop by its marker. The DSLR
clicks with delight. Further N, a third summit
awaits, the Cap de Hont Nère (1916m). I
find out descending off-track is not a piece
of cake when the ground gets steeper. As I
start ascending again, I am surprised to find
a small area totally free of snow and sit on a
rock for a well-deserved snack. Once at the
top, where views get even more stunning,
I realise I want more -and I am not talking
about snacks !!
I carefully check the timing. The next summit
is over a mile away, and the progress is
slow and is bound to get slower. Plus I have to re-climb all three
minor tops on my way back. But it seems to be doable before the
nightfall. I grab my walking sticks and plod on towards the beautiful
round-topped Sommet de Pouyaué (2062m). I feel like a discoverer
venturing in an unspoilt, remote part of the world as I make my
own trace in the snow -although the few other traces nearby and
the alignment of fence posts remind me I am not that far from
civilisation. In places, the snow is so deep that only the very top of
the posts are visible. I thrust one of my sticks near one of them and
almost lose it; I would probably be (at least) waist-deep into the
white stuff without the snowshoes!! As I near the top I stand amazed
at the beautiful -yet I know dangerous- cornices hanging on each
side of the ridge; fortunately, the latter is still comfortably wide
enough to walk without any risk.

A few more efforts and I am standing on top of the Pouyaué. Never
had I thought that for my first solo outing snowshoeing I would reach
a +2000m summit!! I had already climbed it a few years ago as part
of a loop walk, but this was in July, and today is thus completely
different !! The vista is absolutely incredible, especially over the
higher summits to the S !! Surprisingly, a few clumps of grass
appear here and there. A raven comes flying
majestically over my head. I notice some bird
prints near the tiny summit marker. I linger
there, embracing the views as I fill my lungs
with the pure, clean air, filming and taking
dozens of photos.
The return is a bit of a slog at times due to my
energy levels lowering, still the late afternoon
light gives even more dimension to the
fantastic landscape, providing more delight
to the eye and offering more opportunities
for photos. I am back to the car just after
6.30pm, i.e. 30-40 minutes before nightfall,
having walked only 10km in 6h40, yet with a decent 800m total
height gain !! The annoying white stuff which so far potentially
prevented me to access “my” mountains for months now offers more
possibilities, a different and somehow more adventurous approach
of walking in a different yet breathtaking environment, bringing in
more delight, knowledge and self-achievement.
Unfortunately I had no other opportunity for another outing last
winter. As I write this article I can tell there has been a cruel deficit
of snow in the Pyrenees so far this winter. But there is some snowfall
due up there this week. And for once I am glad it is too cloudy to see
those beautiful mountains from my window...
David Guenot, 9. January 2019
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reports and upcoming events in the challenge walks calendar
hUilleann Ridge, Maumturks 2019
(pic: Jim Holmes)

The first walk to kick off
proceedings in this year’s
challenge walks calendar was
the infamous Maumturks
Challenge, now in its 44th
year! Whilst although the day
itself was nestled between
some beautiful day’s weather
- this was not the case for
the first third / half of the
challenge!
A cold and heavy mist
dominated for the first
few hours, as far as
Letterbreckaun for many. This
meant constant navigation
and correction was very much
required. Driftings of snow
were still very evident within
the more sheltered areas of
the Turks.
As challenge hillwalkers,
competent navigational skills
should be a prerequisite, yet
this would catch out a lot of walkers as time slipped away.
Of 250 walkers who set out on the morning of this mighty walk only
150 would successfully receive their well-earned certificate!
“Are you taking the wee wee” I was aggressively asked, (yes
aggressively! And me “a lover, not a fighter!”) at the checkpoint at Bin
Idir an Dá Log, after I gave my answer of “about 8 hours”.
The question from the young girl in her innocence was “how many
more hours are left from here?”
As the time was now 11 in the am - my mathematical wizardry proved
perfectly correct in her case! Oh and she didn’t say wee wee either...

bad, especially on
higher ground.
with the advice of a weather forecaster ringing in his
ears, jim holmes looks forward to an eventful year
of challenge walking
...And you thought I was joking!! Oh here we go, where’s he going
with this!!
Well, when we warned that the weather could be a tad inclement...
well that’s exactly what befell the first of this year’s challenge walks on
the calendar!
I can always remember Evelyn Cusack’s learned words from her
brilliant talk to the MountainViews community a handful of years
ago...
“So when we say the weather will be bad especially on higher ground
- we’re not like saying it for the good of our health like...”
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her oration was more akin to “hit
Derryvelawauma,
and miss”!!
Maumturks 2019
(pic: Jim Holmes)
So taking on a challenge walk of
a serious nature and knowing all
too well how both the Maumturks
and Twelve Bens have their own
localised weather system... it
shouldn’t be any surprise that
the walk requires a lot more than
simply turning up on the day!
But did we not all nail this down
on last month’s MountainViews
Newsletter!! Always seem to roll
down off the Maumturks Challenge
in sunshine and buttercups though,
no matter what the start! With
continued thanks to NUIG - a great
day had by one and all.
The following week, Peaks
Mountaineering Club played host to the Knockmealdown Crossing.
Whilst the day certainly wasn’t as wet as it could have been, there
was an almighty bite to the air! Dropping down out of the mist to
the anchor checkpoint at The Vee, all the different walkers, from all
the three different walks were seriously adorned in weather-resistant
attire more akin to North Atlantic “Deadliest Catch”
“Oh my God... the wind!!“ was the best quote of the day on the
Knockmealdowns Crossing! Although it must be said how the world
famous stew as served at the end of the day’s hillwalking, by the ever
friendly faces from Peaks Mountaineering Club, does wonders to
alleviate pains of the day!
Now that the Irish weather is straying back to the kind of norm that we
both love and loathe... forthcoming events will need a weather-eye
kept on the horizon too!
Mid May (the 18th of May) sees The Wayfarers host their flagship

event, the ever popular
Blackstairs Challenge, which
this year sold out in a mere 10
minutes! So inclement weather
aside, now we have the flip side
of the scenario whereby the
challenge walks in May could see
thehillwalker slogging through
some serious heat!... It was The
Blackstairs Challenge of 2010
that saw temperatures soar to 25
degrees on the day! This walk I
suppose, can be considered to
be a challenge walk requiring
a mid-level of challenge walk
experience – so it is whole
heartedly recommended as
a “must do” walk... but as it’s
booked out as soon as it goes live

each year... plan now for next year!!
Earlier in the month however, on the 5th of May, Bannside Rambling
Club host their firmly established Causeway Coast Challenge!
The walk starts and ends at Portballintrae and follows a beautiful route
along the North Antrim Coast passing by the world famous Giant’s
Causeway... with an innings of 30 kilometres (not out), this is the
perfect introduction to challenge walking in Ireland and should be
walked by everyone, at least once, so as to both learn and appreciate
the requirements of a full day’s walking . . . but more so, to take in
some of the most incredible landscape on our wonderful isle!
So onwards and upwards boys and girls. There’ll always be a walk to
both entice and challenge – with full and up to date information at
https://mountainviews.ie/challengecalendar/
Keep safe and enjoy your day!
Jim Holmes.

recent images

Some of the best examples of mountain photography from our members

Ben Bury & Mweelrea from Clare Island b simon3

Beenkeragh Ridge towards Carrauntoohil

b Ger

Carraghmore Lough, MacGillycuddy’s Reeks b peter1

Sheehy

recent images

Some of the best examples of mountain photography from our members

Cloud inversion, MacGillycuddy’s Reeks

Clare Island b simon3

b Ger

Sheehy

Slieve Bearnagh b Peter Walker

recent images

Some of the best examples of mountain photography from our members

Glenmacnass b Colin Murphy

Snow-covered Tonlegee from the NW b simon3

Sea of cloud, MacGillycuddy’s Reeks

b Ger

Sheehy

Lough Tay b Colin Murphy

Photo OF THE MONTH

Sunlight and cloud in the Black Valley b peter1
Original comment: https://mountainviews.ie/track/4111/

international Photo of the month

Funningsfjørður at dawn. The jaw dropping view from Middagsfjall Ridge overlooking Funningsfjørður and the rugged and
mountainous interior of the island of Eysturoy in the Faroe Islands. b Martin Critchley
Original comment: https://mountainviews.ie/motleyviews/general/comment/8189/

EMVEE-TUBE
the best video picks for may

Spectacular backpacking in the high mountains of Donegal, from MV
member gerrym

A quirky little trip up the singular County Top of Slieve Beagh East Top,
from YouTube users Four4TheRoad

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2ronBey7mM&t=480s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I36wV3k0-gs

notices
•

If you are contributing, please be careful to respect the interests
of landowners. Suggest access routes well away from houses,
gardens or that could conceivably impact farming activities.
When walking, keep away from gardens or farm buildings. Use
stiles or gates wherever possible. Never do anything that could
allow animals to roam where the farmer did not intend. Ask
permission where appropriate.

•

Report suspicious activity to the police forces, as below.

•

If your car is broken into in an upland area report it to the PSNI or
Gardai as this will help them be aware of the issue and tackle it in
future. Store the numbers. In Northern Ireland use the PSNI nonemergency number 0845 600 8000. In the Republic you can find
the local Garda District HQs phone numbers at www.garda.ie/
Stations/Default.aspx. Specifically for the hotspot of Wicklow: the
Garda Divisional Headquarters in Bray is 01 6665300.

•

If you hear of a problem area or route, write it up in
MountainViews which does everyone a service. Report rubbish
tipping in the Republic - ring EPA hotline 1850 365 121

•

Report quads in national park area (in which they are banned).
For Wicklow please phone the Duty Ranger: 087-9803899 or the
office during office hours Telephone: +353-404-45800. Put these
numbers in your phone, take regs etc. Let MV know of contact
numbers for other areas.

•

If you see a fire or someone doing something that could start
a fire, report it. In NI phone 999, in the Republic 112 or Coillte:
1890 800 455.

•

If you have climbed some of the less well known places, we
would appreciate a summit rating and also GPS readings for
summits.

•

If we can, let’s make MV have more than one route up a summit
so as to reduce the tendency for paths to appear. Your grid
refs in place comments for different starting points show up on
MountainViews maps.
Visit the MountainViews Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/mountainviewsie/
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